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s we hit the final stretch of the fall
Presidential campaign, your social
media feeds are likely jammed with
paid political ads or clutter from the feeds of
your “friends,” your phone is ringing off the
hook with robo calls, and you are wondering,
“How can I get through the next 30
days with a bit of peace?” Even if the
ads are for your candidate or your
party, at some point you may want to
tune in to a favorite movie, but which
movie will you pick? There is an app
for that!
Beckley
You may be thinking of a line
from a movie: “Frankly, my dear, I
don’t give a damn!” or “Go ahead, make my
day,” or perhaps “Bond, James Bond.” That
may inspire you to watch Gone with the Wind,
Dirty Harry, or Dr. No. You may be thinking
of a favorite actor and thinking of picking
one of his many movies, such as a Kevin
Costner baseball movie, a Kevin Costner football movie, a Kevin Costner golf movie, or
any Kevin Costner movie. Of course, there’s
always a Tom Cruise movie: “You complete

me.” “I feel the need, the need for speed.”
(from Jerry Maguire and Top Gun). Possibilities
seem endless. There are so many choices, how
do you choose?
Pick up the IMDb app at the App Store,
Google Play, or Amazon Apps. Do a search for
your favorite movie or select what’s trending.
The folks at IMDb have rated the top movies
of all time, and viewers as well can add their
ratings to the mix. The top-rated movies have
nothing to do with the box office or the Oscars,
so it may surprise you to learn that the top
rated movie is The Shawshank Redemption, a
1994 hit about two men bonding in prison, starring Tim Robbins and Morgan Freeman. Mr.
Beckley has long professed it as his favorite
movie of all time (back to that in a minute). You
can conveniently check in using your Amazon
account and look up Academy Award winners
by year or movies that are trending and view
movie trailers, as well as movie news.
It seems none of my favorites are top rated.
I wonder why critics don’t like Kevin Costner
or Tom Cruise? Now back to Mr. Beckley. He
just peeked around the corner and whispered,
“Dr. Zhivago.” I guess he figured since I was
writing a compliance column, he’d better
come clean. So, Dr. Zhivago it is. I never would
have known!
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